
CHAPTER 6 - SERVICES ON THE GROUND

Aeroplanes are the primary equipment of an air force and an
air force without them ceases to be one.  Aeroplanes are not,
however, self contained.  They have to have somewhere to land,
somewhere to be stored and somewhere to be maintained and
repaired if they are going to be properly useful.

During the Pacific War the RAAF never seemed to have
enough good bases from which to operate or the necessary resources
with which to maintain its aeroplanes properly.  In the struggle to
build up strength and keep up with its United States allies, the RAAF
was forced to push itself to, and sometimes beyond, the limit of its
capabilities.  It often operated from primitive aerodromes which
could be dangerous to the serviceability of aeroplanes and it had
endless trouble trying to find the resources to keep its aeroplanes in
the air for as long as necessary.  Nonetheless the ground services of
the Air Force managed to perform marvels with the resources they
had.  The Chief of the Air Staff later claimed that it had been the
massive repair system which the RAAF built up during the war
which allowed it to compensate for the chronic shortage of new
aeroplanes which the Service suffered.1

An aerodrome is more than just a strip of cleared and levelled
land where aeroplanes can land, it is a complex of facilities which
enable aeroplanes to fly effectively.  The condition of an aerodrome
and the facilities available at it depends on the effort that has been
put into establishing and developing it together with long term plans. 
RAAF Station like Richmond or Pearce were large complexes with
many permanent facilities which had been constructed because the
Air Force knew that it would be using them for a long time.  On the
other hand, some aerodromes in the islands were, for a while, scenes

of intense activity but they declined and disappeared as the battle
front moved on.  A wide range of services may have been available
at them for a time but the RAAF had no long term plans for them. 
Milne Bay, Goodenough and others, which had been scenes of
intense activity in 1942 and 1943, were only staging bases and
almost totally neglected by 1945.

In pre-war days the RAAF's squadrons were based at
aerodrome complexes called Stations.  The Station took care of most
of the squadron's day-to-day needs by providing it with ancillary
facilities such as accommodation, major maintenance facilities,
administration, health and stores.2  A squadron could move easily
and rapidly between Stations because it did not have to take all those
things with it when it moved.  In Australia, for most of the 1920s and
1930s, there were only a handful of Stations and that limited the
mobility of squadrons, but that was the fault of funding not of
organizational philosophy.

In late 1939 the government approved the establishment of 38
advanced operational bases on the Australian coast so that aeroplanes
could conduct long range reconnaissance flights out to sea from
them.  These bases had refuelling, rearming and wireless telegraphy
facilities.3  When the Pacific War commenced there were 37
operational bases in Australia and a further chain of advanced
operational bases in the Pacific which had been established in
association with New Zealand.4  They were not as well equipped as
Air Force Stations but they had sufficient facilities so that squadrons
could use then for short periods of time.

During the Pacific War aerodromes were created wherever
there was the greatest need and where there were resources and
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suitable land.  Operational bases had to have, as a minimum, water
supply, lighting and power supply, ablutions facilities, cooking
facilities, equipment and explosive stores buildings, an operations
building, necessary communication and navigation facilities,
underground fuel storage, latrines and a 25 yard shooting range in
addition to all the necessary landing strips, taxiways and aerodrome
dispersal areas.  In theory at least, squadrons could move from one
to another with a minimum of difficulty.5  At the end of the war there
were 49 Operational Base Units established at the forefront of the
fighting including places like Tarakan, Labuan and Balikpapan.  In
comparison, there were 16 RAAF Stations but the one closest to the
battle front was at Port Moresby.  This was because most Stations
were involved in training rather than operational activities so they
did not need to be organised for mobility and flexibility.6

Aerodrome sites could be selected by engineers who examined
factors such as soil, drainage, communications, availability of
services, obstructions, cost and time required for construction. 
However an officer of the General Duties Branch (a qualified pilot)
had to check the site to ensure that it met operational requirements,
particularly things like runway alignments and aerodrome dispersal
provisions.7

Dispersal was important because aeroplanes gathered together
on one part of an aerodrome were very vulnerable to air attack.  At
Morotai, in November 1944, the lack of dispersal for aeroplanes
caused a large number of multiple losses.  One night a single
Japanese bomb exploded in the dispersal area destroying four
Bostons and damaging seven more.  Two nights later, another attack
destroyed three Beaufighters and damaged eight more.8

Until late 1942 the Air Force's policy was that an aerodrome
should consist of a parent aerodrome with three dispersal air strips;

two to be used by a squadron's operational flights and the third, to the
rear, to be used by aeroplanes undergoing repairs and maintenance. 
In October 1942 that policy had to be deferred because there was a
shortage of manpower and earth moving equipment to construct
airstrips, a shortage of bitumen to seal runways and a lack of ground
transport to connect the sections of squadrons dispersed across such
a large area.  The new ideal for an aerodrome was an operational
base normally consisting of facilities supporting the operations of
one squadron including adequate facilities for dispersal and
camouflage.  If the facilities in the immediate vicinity of the
aerodrome were inadequate a taxiway was to be constructed to
dispersal areas up to two miles away.  If adequate cover and dispersal
could not be provided at the aerodrome a satellite landing ground
was to be constructed about five miles away from the parent
aerodrome.9

In some cases, such as aerodromes for interceptor fighters
which needed to remain close to the main runway, aeroplanes were
housed in protective pens and camouflaged as much as possible.  The
ideals were concealment and protection but, where the construction
of pens to protect aeroplanes destroyed concealment, concealment
was more important.  Concealed positions therefore had to be
dispersed and some distance from hangars or buildings which an
enemy could use in locating and attacking targets.10

A squadron's staff also had to be accommodated away from the
aerodrome and placed and camouflaged so that where they lived was
not obvious to aerial reconnaissance.  At an aerodrome buildings had
to be kept to a minimum and camouflaged and roads were designed
so that they did not give away locations of facilities.11

The construction and use of aerodromes was not, of course,
always easy or equal to theory.  Despite plans for large aerodrome
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facilities at Kiriwina - two separate airstrip systems about five miles
apart - there were problems with construction because, in some
places, there were areas of hard rock and coral mixed with adjacent
areas of soft soil with coral powder.12  The complex was, however,
put to some use before the war passed it by.  Conditions at landing
strips could have a direct effect on aeroplane serviceability because,
unless aerodromes had properly prepared runways, dust and grit
could reduce the useful life of engines by hundreds of hours.13  At
Nhill in Victoria the grass and sand of the landing area effected the
life of engines and the same situation probably existed across the
whole of the RAAF's operations in the South West Pacific Area.14

Servicing and maintaining aeroplanes was one of the Air
Force's most costly activities.  Aeroplanes were complex and fragile
machines needing continuous checking and servicing, careful
handling and a lot of routine maintenance.  Various parts of
aeroplanes had to be cared for by different specialists; some looked
after aeroplane airframes, others looked after their engines, others
maintained and repaired their armaments and others looked after
radio equipment.  There were also different levels of maintenance
required; some items had to be inspected before every flight, some
had to be examined every day, some after aeroplanes had flown for
30 hours since the pervious inspection, some after 60 hours and so
on.  Different kinds of equipment was needed for different kinds of
work; some repairs could be made quickly with the aid of a tool box
while others required heavy lifting equipment when, for example, an
engine or a wing had to be changed.

Damaged aeroplanes also presented the RAAF with a wide
range of difficulties needing different skills and facilities.  A bullet
hole might be fixed with a patch rivetted to the aeroplane's skin and
covered with paint but more extensive damage required more

equipment and effort.  This was compounded by the scarcity of
aeroplanes and, in the early days of the Pacific War, Australians just
could not afford to leave damaged equipment unrepaired and unused. 
In December 1942 a number of personnel from No 22 Squadron
spent many days retrieving a Boston which had crash landed in a
small clearing in the jungle.15  This was very costly in manpower and
effort but it had to be done because there were so few aeroplanes
available to the RAAF.

The need for comprehensive servicing, maintenance and repair
facilities clashed with the need to make squadrons as mobile as
possible.  As the war progressed the definition of mobility came to
mean that everything a squadron needed for its operation should be
air-transportable.  That excluded a great deal of the equipment
necessary to maintain and repair aeroplanes.

Prior to the Second World War most aeroplane maintenance
and servicing was done by a 'tarmac team'; an engineer and a rigger
who were responsible for a particular aeroplane.  This practice,
which dated back to the beginnings of aviation, was said to foster the
relationship between the aeroplane pilot and the staff who looked
after it, but this was costly in manpower.16  As aeroplanes became
more complex it also became difficult for a couple of men to know
everything about an aeroplane and, if the old system had been kept,
it would have meant that more personnel with specialist knowledge
would have had to join the team looking after each aeroplane.

In 1940 a 'garage system' was introduced.  It was particularly
suitable at large training bases which were needed for the Empire Air
Training Scheme.  There were three parts to an Elementary Flying
School; the headquarters, the training squadron and the maintenance
squadron of four sections.  One section was responsible for transport,
another for salvage, another for aeroplane maintenance and the other
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for the workshops.17  Similar arrangements existed in other training
schools, at RAAF Stations and other permanent flying bases.  The
same system was also introduced to squadrons to make servicing and
repairs more efficient.  The concentration of maintenance and repair
in three squadrons meant a more efficient use of manpower and a
lightening of the administrative load on those who were responsible
for flying.  This process of separating maintenance and repair away
from flying reached was taken to its logical conclusion in the
creation of the two Maintenance Groups which were responsible for
looking after aeroplanes in the south-east of Australia from 1942.

In this new system a couple of people still looked after each
aeroplane and were responsible for inspecting and cleaning it, taking
routine anti-corrosion measures, making simple adjustments and
repairs and, in general, handling and despatching aeroplanes.  Behind
them was the Squadron Servicing Party which carried out major
inspections, repairs and replacement of components or assemblies
between complete overhauls. The Party was also responsible for
modifications, other servicing when necessary, tests after repairs or
modifications and salvage of crashed aeroplanes as far as possible.18

Aeroplanes in the flights were the responsibility of the flight
commander and they were called 'Immediate Equipment'.  The
Servicing Party held all the 'Immediate Reserve' aeroplanes of the
squadron.  The Immediate Equipment aeroplane establishment of a
squadron might be 16 with an Immediate Reserve of eight, making
the total Unit Equipment strength of aeroplanes in a squadron 24.19 
The operational strength of the Squadron was only 16 aeroplanes
because that was all that was ready to fly operational missions, the
other eight aeroplanes would replace any of the Immediate
Equipment aeroplanes that became unserviceable for any reason so
that the operational strength remained at 16 aeroplanes.

The Squadron Servicing Party was under the command of the
Squadron Engineering Officer who was responsible to the squadron
commander for the efficient and economical maintenance of
airframes, engines and all other equipment used by the squadron. 
Engineering Officers had to warn flight commanders of potential
defects in aeroplanes and co-operate with them to plan inspection,
repair and modification work so that maintenance commitments
could be carried out with as little interference to flying as possible.20

Problems of servicing, maintenance and repair were more
difficult for squadrons operating at the battle front where mobility
and simplicity of organization were most important.  In early 1942
the process of separating operations and maintenance was extended
by reorganising maintenance services for squadrons to make them
more mobile and relieve their commanding officers of maintenance
responsibilities.21

Flights in squadrons only had enough ground personnel and
equipment to enable them to refuel, re-arm and handle aeroplanes at
their operating bases and carry out the necessary daily and between
flight inspections.  Also within the squadron was a Servicing Flight
to do all the routine maintenance such as 30, 60 and 90 hour
inspections and carry out minor repairs and replacements.  To avoid
the accumulation of stores and equipment likely to limit the mobility
of the unit, Servicing Flights were limited to work they could do
within 48 hours.  Stores held by the unit were limited to 7 to 14 days
consumption depending on its location, to keep down the amount of
material it had which would limit mobility.  The Servicing Flight was
normally physically separate from the operational flights to disperse
the aeroplanes and keep repair and maintenance at some distance
from daily aeroplane use.

Repair and Salvage Units (RSUs, later renamed Repair and
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Service Units) normally carried out all the work which did not
require fixed facilities and was not done by squadrons.  If a RSU
could not repair an aeroplane or engine it was returned to an Aircraft
Repair Depot or Engine Repair Depot or otherwise disposed of by
salvaging anything useful which remained from the aeroplane or
engine.  A RSU could only convert aeroplanes to their major
components while Aircraft Repair Depots were permitted to reduce
an aeroplane to its basic component parts.  Conversion meant that
when some parts of an aeroplane were too damaged to be used again
other parts which were still usable could be saved.  In New Guinea
the salvage of equipment was a major problem because so much of
the land was almost inaccessible.  The RSU which was responsible
collected the crashed aeroplane and, if it was not repairable, reduced
it to components.  The components were passed back to an Aircraft
Repair Depot, Aircraft Depot or Central Recovery Depot where
serviceable items were returned to stock and repairable items were
repaired and then returned to stock.  A lot of valuable equipment was
saved in that way.22

The RSUs carried all the stores and equipment necessary to
maintain and repair all the types of aeroplanes operating in, or likely
to be operating in, its general area and the squadron's usually drew
their technical stores from RSUs.  One RSU would normally meet
the needs of three squadrons and be based separately from them,
except in the case of heavy bomber and flying boat squadrons where
it was sometimes necessary to have them all located together.

While squadrons had to be fully mobile and possess nothing
which could not be lifted by a transport aeroplane, RSUs were to be
fully mobile to the extent that they could rapidly salvage or repair
operational aeroplanes.  Some portion of the unit would be air mobile
and the rest would be able to move by motor transport.

Aircraft and Engine Repair Depots were fixed.  They were
well equipped and staffed to deal with the most complex
maintenance and repair tasks and they had the resources to meet
heavy overload demands on their services for periods of about four
weeks.

Aeroplane servicing, maintenance and repairs involved a lot
of paperwork since the aeroplanes themselves and most of their
component parts were 'accountable' stores items and had to be
officially in someone's 'charge' and that had to be officially recorded. 
More paperwork went with aeroplane servicing, maintenance and
repairs; thick manuals which contained details of every minute part
of each aeroplane and how they were to be looked after.  These
manuals and drawings were issued to squadrons, RSUs and other
units which needed them.  These documents frequently had to be
updated and amended when modifications were made to equipment
or new things were learned about how they functioned and needed to
be preserved from wear and tear.

Aeroplanes moved around this system of squadrons, RSUs and
Aircraft or Engine Repair Depots depending on their condition.  In
theory, when an aeroplane left the Squadron for the RSU it was
replaced by one from the RSU which was ready for operational use
again.  The same thing happened when aeroplanes passed between
RSUs and Depots so that, even though the Initial Equipment strength
of a squadron might be 12 or 16 aeroplanes, there would be many
more aeroplanes than that in the entire maintenance and repair
system.  (The same held for aeroplane engines which were counted
separately so that a Beaufighter squadron with 16 Immediate
Equipment and 8 Immediate Reserve aeroplanes had 32 Immediate
Equipment and 16 Immediate Reserve engines.)  Of the 145
Kittyhawk fighters which the RAAF possessed in February 1943, 44
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were being erected and prepared for operations and 9 were being
used for training.  Another 19 were at the Aircraft Repair Depot and
16 were with the RSU.  Only 57 Kittyhawks were in the three
squadrons and 10 of those were unserviceable.23  In an emergency the
strength of a squadron might be maintained at the authorised level for
a while by reducing the total number of aeroplanes elsewhere in the
system but not reducing the number of aeroplanes available for
operations.  In March 1944 there was a shortage of Beaufighters and
so the number of aeroplanes allowed to each of the two squadrons
operating them was reduced from 24 to 18 by not replacing them
when they were damaged or taken away for major work.  But
because the squadrons reduced the number of their Immediate
Reserve aeroplanes they could keep the level of their Immediate
Equipment aeroplanes at full strength.  There were also other ways
of reducing the numbers of aeroplanes in the repair and maintenance
system to keep up the number of aeroplanes in squadrons.24

At times almost 50 per cent of the aeroplanes in the RAAF
were considered unserviceable (the United States reached a level of
60 per cent).  This did not mean, however, that half the aeroplanes
were ready to be scrapped but that they were not ready for instant
use.  Another twenty-five per cent were having the equivalent of an
oil and grease change, others were having an engine or propeller
changes and the other fifteen per cent were waiting for repairs.25

Aeroplane servicing, maintenance and repairs were organised
in the same hierarchical way as the medical services in the Air Force. 
At each level a number of smaller and more mobile units fed into
one, less mobile, unit.  This meant that, as more equipment or more
trained manpower to carry out repairs of maintenance became
necessary, it was provided in the amount required where it was
needed.  A Wing was usually organised around three squadrons

operating the same type of aeroplane and serviced by one RSU.  In
No 10 Group in September 1944 No 77 Wing comprised three
squadrons of attack aeroplanes and one RSU and No 78 Wing
comprised three interceptor squadrons and their RSU.26

This maintenance and repair system did not operate as
smoothly as expected under operational conditions and, by the
beginning of 1943, there were severe problems with aeroplane
maintenance in New Guinea.  Some aeroplanes had to be sent back
to Australia for major inspection or modifications and, by May 1943,
there was only one RSU, the other having ceased to operate
effectively by the end of 1942.  The RSU in New Guinea had not
received any of the stores it needed when it was formed and really
existed in name only.  It has no power supply, no workshop buildings
and, until January 1943 had had only one Engineering Officer.  By
January 1943 the RSU had 28 aeroplanes on its charge and no further
work was given to it for three months so that it could reduce this
backlog and by May most of the backlog had been cleared.  Because
of this situation six of the nine squadrons in the area had been forced
to do their own major inspections.  An Aircraft Repair Depot had
been established at Port Moresby but it was slow to get going due to
the lack of buildings.  After a few months it was only operating with
the capacity of a RSU and it seemed unlikely that it would be
operating as a full Depot until before 1944.27

Experience showed that the damage caused by enemy action
had a much greater effect on the maintenance organization than had
been expected because it caused sudden heavy overloads of work. 
Many Hudson repairs had become necessary because the landing
strip they used had received continuous and sometimes very heavy
attention from the Japanese.  The RSU received four Beaufighters
after enemy attacks on 12 April 1943 and then seven Kittyhawks for
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repair or salvage on 14 April.  Overloading the maintenance
organization like this led to paralysis and caused very severe
dislocation of the maintenance organization in New Guinea and the
North-Eastern Area.  The normal capacity of an Aircraft Depot was
20 to 30 aeroplanes for repair and modification or overhaul but both
the RSUs had, on several occasions, more than 30 aeroplanes on their
charge.

RSUs also took time to ready themselves for business.  The
RSU which had been formed in New Guinea was given an
inadequate two weeks from its arrival until it was required to start
work.  Even after three months it had not reached full operating
capacity, mainly because it lacked proper buildings. (It was estimated
that work in the open was only about a quarter as efficient as work
under cover or semi-cover.)  Another RSU which was later formed
in New Guinea was given six weeks from arrival until it was
expected to be ready for work.28

By the end of 1943 there were two RSUs and an Aircraft
Repair Depot in New Guinea with No 9 Group.  They were adequate
for all repairs and routine inspection but this was only possible
because of the low level of operational flying against the Japanese
and the almost negligible amount of damage caused by enemy
action.29  Conditions at the battle front soon changed this.  In early
1944 the Allied Air Forces directed that squadrons which did not put
in a big enough flying effort would not be given aerodrome space in
forward areas.  At that time the RAAF was operating on maintenance
schedules copied from British procedures which limited the amount
of flying an operational fighter squadron did to 600 hours a month. 
The United States commanders wanted flying increases to 1,500
hours a month..30  This news came at about the same time that it was
beginning to dawn on the RAAF that manpower, rather than

equipment, was its major problem.  Servicing and maintenance used
up a lot of manpower and the increased flying would mean a large
increase in work on the ground.

The RAAF decided to increase the flying effort of the three
Kittyhawk squadrons in No 10 Group to 1,200 hours a month with
24 aeroplanes in each squadron (Immediate Equipment and Reserve)
flying up to 50 hours a month as a temporary measure.  The number
of pilots in each squadron was increased to 36 and, at the same time,
the length of their operational tours was extended to 300 flying hours
or a period of nine months, whichever was attained first.  (This was
achieved by restricting the number of pilots in other Kittyhawk
squadrons but it seemed likely that, for a while, the length of
operational tours would have to be extended even further until an
increased output of new pilots from training schools could meet the
increased requirement for fighter pilots.31)

The demands on the maintenance organization to meet the
doubled requirement would have been impossible to meet if it had
not been for the removal of the RAAF's Vengeances from New
Guinea.  This left No 10 Group with two RSU's to maintain three
squadrons, twice the normal balance between squadrons and RSU's. 
In addition a detachment from a RSU under the control of No 9
Group could also have been made available if necessary.

The increased flying was estimated to involve an average of 13
major airframe inspections and 22 engine changes every month.  This
increase in maintenance work meant it was not practicable to return
aeroplanes, which might usually have been repaired at the Aircraft
Repair Depot, to service so every effort was made to repair some
aeroplanes with replacement components taken, if possible, from
other similarly damaged aeroplanes.  For example, if one aeroplane
had a badly damaged wing and another a damaged fuselage one
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aeroplane would be made out of the undamaged fuselage and wing. 
Failing that, aeroplanes damaged beyond the capacity of the RSUs
to repair them were recommended for conversion to components. 
These shortcuts were only possible because the RAAF had more
aeroplanes to spare than before and so aeroplanes which previously
would have been repaired at great expense of time and effort could
be disposed of.  This gave the personnel of the RSUs more time to
meet the demands imposed by the doubled flying effort.  Even so, it
seemed as though this arrangement would cause a shortage of RSUs
which would be needed to meet the 73 squadron development plan
which the RAAF then had.32

The strains imposed on the RAAF by this increased flying
effort shows how carefully it had to manage its resources and that
repair and maintenance resources were a key component in the
RAAF's organization.  As it turned out, in No 10 Group at least, there
was no need to double maintenance and servicing manpower and,
when the Group was increased to four operational Wings it did not
need an increase in the number of RSUs to nine; instead it only
needed six.  There were a number of reasons for this including the
greater maintenance output which resulted from the increased morale
in operational areas and the rapid turnaround of aeroplanes repaired
because of the high priority of spares, repair by replacement of
components and the liberal authority to reduce aeroplanes to
components.  In addition, an adequate pool of replacement
aeroplanes had been established, enabling squadrons to keep their
strength at the highest level and so not place overload demands on
the flow of aeroplanes through the maintenance and repair
organization.  Another reason was that expanded Operational Base
Units were created at some operational bases to relieve squadrons
and RSUs of the extra duties of maintaining visiting aeroplanes,

loading and unloading equipment, strip refuelling aeroplanes and
providing extra maintenance capacity to squadrons and the RSUs. 
Internal reorganization of RSUs in forward areas also enabled more
efficient use of maintenance personnel and the provision of special
guards in those areas also reduced, in part, the use of technical
personnel for those duties.33

The RAAF had been forced to match the operational effort of
United States forces in order to stay with them as they moved
forward.  This meant changing from the British maintenance system
to meet conditions existing in the South West Pacific Area.  It had
also meant overcoming crippling shortages and changing ingrained
habits.  Scherger, while commander of No 10 Group, commented
that he never saw United States units making any attempt to scrounge
equipment while he 'had to be quite ruthless' in stopping his units
from collecting equipment which might be useful but which also
'bogged them down to an extent which rendered them virtually
static'.34  In making this change the Air Force became more like the
United States air forces in how they used resources, in particular
their more generous attitude towards discarding equipment which
would take too much time and effort to make usable again.  This
change in the Australians only became possible because the United
States gave the RAAF more equipment so it could use and discard it
in the same way that the Americans did.

The difficulty of finding the resources to maintain aeroplanes
was even more difficult with the Liberators which the RAAF started
getting in 1944.  The original limit of flying placed on Liberator
squadrons by maintenance requirements was 516 hours per squadron
per month.  This simply did not allow the heavy bomber squadrons
to carry out their normal functions because they had to fly three
patrols daily, each of an average of 11 hours which, spread between
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the two squadrons then operating, used up about 1 000 hours a
month.  This left precious little time remaining for training or strike
missions.  This, in its turn, brought a loss of aircrew morale because
they had so little to do.  The average duration of a heavy bomber
operational sortie was about 12 hours so that, on a maximum of 516
hours a month, each crew flew only three sorties a month.35

There had been plans that the Liberator squadrons would be
equipped so that, from June 1945, they could fly 1000 hours per
squadron a month.  However the RAAF could not afford the
resources necessary to reach that goal but it agreed that squadron
effort could be increased to about 800 hours per squadron per month
if it could be done without needing to use any more personnel or
aircraft.36

If the full requirements for maintenance and servicing were
undertaken, so that an additional 300 hours per month per squadron
could be flown, the cost would have been about another 400 people. 
If the Liberators were also reconditioned after they had been in
tropical service for a while the cost would have been about another
290 personnel.  But, just as the Untied States had been supplying
enough aeroplanes so that No 10 Group could lift its rate of effort by
being more wasteful, the United States' liberal allocation for wastage
of Liberators meant considerable savings in manpower could be

made by 'writing-off every Liberator which becomes the subject of
a casualty'.37

Even so, the RAAF could not do as much flying as it
sometimes wanted.  RAAF Liberators were scheduled to take part in
bombing attacks during the assault on Tarakan but they failed to
carry out their missions because they had already flown the number
of hours allowed to them by the maintenance and repair system. 
Bostok, commander of RAAF Command, complained that it was
inexcusable for routine maintenance to stop such important
operations.38  He may well have been correct in the short term, but
hours flown in support of one operation could not be flown at some
other time.  Bostok's comment also showed the quite common
attitude in the Air Force that flying was the most important thing that
the air force did and that all other considerations were secondary.  In
theory he may have been right but, in practice, he was wrong because
careful planning and organization of facilities and activities on the
ground were essential for successful air operations.

The people on the ground already knew this.  They thought
that the motto of the RAAF, 'Per Ardua Ad Astra' (Through labour
to the stars), should be given in two parts.  'Per Ardua' was the hard
work of the ground crews.  'Ad Astra' was the aircrews floating
around up in the sky.39

. NOTES
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